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.ABSTRACT 
.. 
H: F. Dodge developed a widely used sampling plan for the recti-
fying inspection of a continuous output. .The ·theoreti.cal predictions 
of the average fraction inspected (AFI) and the average outgoing 
quality (AOQ) for this basic plan are valid only when the rectifying 
operation of the plan is. perfectly performed: 
'' 
. It is now assumed for purposes of solution that.the 
inspection operation·itself never overlooks a defect 
~ and that all defective uni ts found during the inspec- ·. 
tion .of f [eampling] and i [.100%]- will be corrected 
. ft 
. or replaced by good units. - H. F. Dodge 
There are ma~y instances, however, when -this_ assumption will not 
be valid, and as a result various forms of reinspection are used to 
insure such values as the AOQ. In particular, inspecting· i units 
refers to 100% inspection of all uni ts ·until i consecutive units 
are found free of defects. · It is known, however, that during 100% 
inspection operations defects may be overlooked because of the 
magnitude of the incoming process average, the nature of the defects 
. . 
themselves, or because of various forms of fatigue. This paper 
considers the development, evaluation and selection of a Dodge 
continuous sampling plan when this portion of the rectifying · 
operation is not perfect.· 
A method is developed whereby the detrimental effect of . viola- . 
. ' ting Dodge's assumption can be investigated analytically. Two basic 
-forms of re~nspection frequently used with this plan are given formal 
. development and evaluated as to their effectivenes_$. The· selection 
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of the plan. under this cond.i tion is also 'considered. ,. Plan selection 4 
is investigated from the viewpoint of physical requirements, and from· 
,. of, op_t~m~zing. the cos ts inv.ol ved. 
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3. 
I . - · INTRODUCTION 
/' 
I-A The Sampling Plan Considered. 
Sampling plans fall into two major categories depending upon . 
the· manner in which product is· presented at the place of· inspection. 
This will i~ turn be determined by the nature of the manufacturing 
process. When product can be conveniently gathered into lots, some 
form of a lot by lot.sampling plan is usually applied. When· it is 
·not ·feasible to group product into lots, some form of a continu·ous 
sampling plan be9omes necessary. The latter typ~ of· plan, which ·1s 
the plan to be discussed, has found widespread use in areas s11ch. as 
< 
conveyorized production. 
Sampling plans ar~ usually further classified as being either 
rectifying or non-rectifying. In more common lot by lot plans the 
" " word non-rectifying implies pure acceptance sampling. An 
'' . acceptance sainpling plan prescribes a procedure that, if applied 
to a series of lots, will give a specified risk of accepting lots of 
a given, quality" (9). It is not in itself an attempt to control 
quality, as it merely accepts or reject$ product which has been 
grouped into lots. 
The simplest lot by lot sampling plan using this definition i-s · 
called a single-sampling plan. The P.rocedure is as follows: 
1~ Select a sample of size n from·a lot of size -N. 
2. If c or less defectives are found accept the lot. 
3. If more than c defectives are found reject ·the lot. 
,, 
.. 
.,i 
.. 
.. · .. -.. ] .. :, ,_..: .... ·:, 
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The word "rectifying" will apply to the plan when some specified 
I. 
'· 
procedure is given as. to the disposition (correction, replacement, 
etc.) of the defectives in the lots rejected. It is when this .cor-
rection of defectives is present, that it becanes possib.le to make 
statements. concerning outgoing quality. 
The sampling plan discussed in this thesis is a continuous sam-: 
_pling plan. , Further, it is a rectifying single level plan to be used 
under the asswnption that the process under examination is in control. 
The basic plan to be used as a starting point,. will be the Dodge type 
CSP-1 continuous sampling plan.* 
The d'ifference between rectifying and non-rectifying as it applies 
to a continuous sampling plan will now be discussed. This difference, 
however, is not as clear as in the previous situation. 
A continuous sampling plan might be considered non-rectifying 
when the procedure is to look at a fraction of ,product w-1 th no· re-
sulting action other than to remove the defectives found (19), (26). 
However, this is in reality a form of rectifying sampling, but not 
to the degree as in the case to be illustrated below.. Further, the 
case just illustrate(! is a partial screening plan. The word partial 
" " ,. is used because the fraction looked at, f , satisfies O < f < 1. 
- -
If the fraction is O or 1 it is conaidered to· mean ILO sampling or 
• 
total screening, respectJvely. 
A continuous sampling plan is called rectifying when sane action 
is required such as detailing (100% sorting of good from bad) a 
*The exact description of this plan and its parameters will be dis--· -:1 
cussed in section I-B. 
I 
\ 
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. . 
. ~ portion of the product flow upon finding too many defectives. 'lbere 
. . . 
are many variations of this plan (7), (8), (12)-, (24), (27); (30) and, 
because of this, there are many degrees of rectification.* The 
• 
continuous sampling.plan discussed in this thesis will be of the 
rectifying type just defined. 
' 
In many· situations where .. sampling plans are used it becomes 
advantageous to consider different levels of sampling. Among those 
applying levels to c~ntinuous sampling plans are Dennan, Littaue~, 
;~J 
and Solomon (5), Lieberman and. Solomon (18), Resnikoff (23), and 
Guthrie a_nd Johns (15). A multi-level s_ampling plan is.' one· in which 
. different degrees of tightness is employed. Words such as tight, 
. normal, and reduced are often used, and refer to either the fraction 
. 
of the product that must be looked at, or to the specified portion 
of product to be detailed. Different levels are appropriate under 
\ 
condition~ of changing process quality.· However, for the purposes 
"• of this thesis it will not be necessary to consider such level 
changes as· it has been stated that the process is in control (i.e-~j 
the process average is constant). 
That the process is assumed to be in control, is possibly the 
,most important assumption. This ls due to the fact that the assump-
tion will also negate the necessity for including in this thesis a 
... discussion on optimal stopping characteristics. 
' 
*See also .the Bibliography provided by Ascanbe (1) • 
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Basic continuous sampling plans, inCluding those proposed by 
Dodge, have no explicit means by which the inspection process will 
terminate upon harmful deterioration of !ncoming.qtiality •. This 
J J 
topic has been treated in depth by several authors . See Ascombe (1), 
I. ~ 
Murphy (20), Gregory (14), and Fry (ll). Some plans developed by 
the military also consider this (24), (27). Tl;le res~lts from these 
. ~ . . studies vary from simple warning rules· (20) to ·compl:l·cated equations 
. (14) based upon economic considerations. These results are .certainly 
· valid a~ their application w~ld be a necessity in many situations. 
However, from the standpoint of this thesis-the above results would 
· require many modifications in order to remain valid. Therefore, it 
• 
will be assumed for purposes of this thesis, that deteriorations in -
quality will be sufficiently handled without the aid of an analyti-
c~lly developed rule • 
. It is hoped, however, that the results of this thesis can be 
merged with ideas such as multi-level sampling and optimal stoppi:iig 
rules. This would provide for a very coinplete·sampling system con-
sisting·of a general sampling model applicable to many situations. 
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1-B Structure of Dodge's CSP-1 •• 
Dodge's continuous sampling plan (CSP-1) \is a ·"plan of sampling 
inspection for a product consisting of individual units (parts; SUQ-
\ 
assemblies, finished articles, etc.) manufactured in quantity by an 
essentially continuous.p~oce~s''. (6), (7), (8). The plan is appli-
cable only to the following situation: 
a. Product with characteristics subject to non-destructive. 
~- testing. 
b. The characteristics are to be examined on a "Go-No Go" basis. 
·,~.· 
c.- Continuous flow of _consecutive parts or articles. 
· d. The product i,s. to be offered to the inspector in the order· 
. 
of production. 
The plan was primarily intended by Dodge for use in process in-
spection of parts or final inspection of finished articles. Further~ 
it was intended to ·be used where it ·is desired to have assurance that 
the percentage of defective units in accepted product will be held· 
to some prescribed low figure. 
The plan operates as follows: 
1. An inspector selects a predetennined f percent (or 
fraction) of the product in such a manner as to assure an 
unbiased sample . 
2~ When a defect is found a predetennined clearing sequence 
. ... 
. . . . 
of i subsequen.t and consecutive units of product must 
be found free of defects • 
•. ~-. 
rJ,' 
- ., 
• 
:,.,,·_:,,,-;.--:-:, 
·-: '~ . 
I 
·"'7 
' .L 
,If 
• 
/. ... 
.s 
3. -Upon finding i units free of defects the inspector resumes 
. sm;npling the fraction f"~ 
. 
It is important to note that, if during a period of ~learing 1 
\., 
,, 
. .. 
' 
£. ; • 
units, a defective unit ;s found, the count must start over. 'Ibis 
is·, as stated before, to be a rectifying plan· and all' defec.tive 
. . 
... 
units found are to be corrected or replaced by good units. 
The use of an f and i combination will, for a given inc~ing 
fraction defectiv,, result in a long run average fraction inspected 
(AFI) quantity. Th~ protection provided by the plan is described in 
-the following quote (6). "For given ·values of f, i, and p (incom-
ing fraction defective),. there will result for product of statistic-
. ally controlled quality a definite average o.utgoing fraction defec-
tive (average outgoing quality, AOQ). For given values of f and 
- -1, the AOQ will have a maximum for S9Jlle particular fraction defective 
" p1 of incoming quality. 
) 
This maximum is referred to as the average 
outgoing quality limit (AOQL). Many combinations of f and i 
yield the same AOQL. The relationship is illustrated below in 
F~gure,1. 
AOQ 
AOQL 
'-
j, 
....., _______ ..... _________ .,p 
. P1· 
Figure 1. The Average Outgoing Quaiity as a .Function oi 
Fraction Defective in Submitted Product 
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f, 
Note that for incaning quality p '> p1 the average outgoing qual.i ty 
will be detailed into the product. 
,. 
In the theoretical development ·of his plan Dodg~ maJ{e~ the &$-. 
sumption that all ·phases of insp.ection are 100% .accurate. This en-
ables him to develop the outgoing quality relations on the basis 
' . that sampling inspection (obtaining f) and detailing (clearing i) 
can be considered as performed by the same pers,on. He does state 
that these functions can be physically· performed by t~o. separate 
parties, but. by the above assumption this will have no bearing on 
' his de_velopment. · 'Ibis assumi>-tion. is one of. the reasons for this 
thesis. 
Dodge concludes his first paper (6) by stating that his general 
plan provides a structure, ~hich with pos~ible va~iations in proc~dure, 
may be useful in de~igning' addition. s·amp1.fng· in,spection procedures. 
" The basic structure referred· to, the assumption regardtng in-
.spection accuracy r and th~ ec.o.nomic s:elect·fon o:f the plan form the 
basis for this thesis. The fol_low-ing section will discuss these 
items further and relate the objectives ands-cop~ of this thesis. 
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l-C · Purpose and Scope .. , ... 
1-C-a lmpe_rfect Rect.ifying Operation 
Between manufacturing companies one can expect-the actual ad-
ministration of a _continuous sampling plan to differ. This is also 
true within a given manufacturing company. The differences exist 
: bec~use o_f varying inspection policies, which are established to 
acc·ount · for. inaccuracies on t.he part of the personnel. responsible 
for .a given plan. 
\ 
·The variations that are under examination in this paper reside 
in the procedure specifying the inspector's ·duties upon fin.ding ~ 
defect during sampling inspection. ~1n addition to being indivi~ually 
.different, the specified plans may deviate in some manner from the 
.. 
original continuous sampling plan as described by Dodge. This is 
because. the values, AFI, AOQ, and AOQL, originally derived by Dodge 
_ to characterize a given plan, apply .only to those conditions where 
the detailer and inspector can be considered as the same person. 
The values were derived without considering reinspection, or the 
need for it. Thus', Dodge made the assumption throughout his deriva-
tions that inspecting and detailing were both 100% accurate •. 
The thesis will explore the results when this assumption fails. 
.. The investigation will encompass the use of this type of sampling 
·plan under the aforementioned variatiop.s, and the .application of 
the plan as Dodge originally derived it. 
This will require an investigation of the presence .of 100% ._ 
.1r·(·11r·1.c\: · (or thP. l·1ck : f it). It has been the author's experienc.e 
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that the in·spector is often very accurate·. The detailer, however., 
. is ·m~~e apt to miss defects.· ·Among the. reasons for the latter,· two 
'' 
. . 
·of the most prevalent are: that this is non-productive work on the 
' 
-
. part of the detailer and .there may be a tendency to do a hurried 
. . 
job, . and that often the detailer will be. a person who is not familiar 
with the particular defect in question. T·he inspector, on the other 
/ 
hand, is p·erforming the job he has beE:n trained to do, is directly 
accountable for any defects found later on inspected .units, and has 
less· reason for doing a hurried and inaccurate job. Therefore, in 
~ 
--this paper· the inspector'$ function will be assumed· to be performed 
.. 
perfectly. 
·1~c-b · Economic Selection 
The remaining part of the ·thesis ·will be devoted to the ques-
tion of economical plan selection. The majority of sampling plans 
' 
1t ·) ~ 
are sele~ted on the basis of consumer· risk, producer risk, average 
out.going quality, or some combination of these three .. criteria. When 
this is done costs are certainly imputed. However, a more economi-
cal approach .would seem to· be to select the plan from the start on 
the basts of an economical trade-off. The trade-off will be between 
the cost of inspection and the cost of a defect. There have ·been · 
two basic approaches to this problem, and these will be presented 
later. Neither approach, however, consfders that detailing and 
inspecting ·are performed by different persons., . nor that there may > 
be errors on the part of the detailer. The fact that these funcJ 
'ti-ons are performed by different persons will lead to a different 
cost formulation than nas yet been presented. 
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II The Derivation of a Dodge CSP-1 
,, 
'f• 
The mathematical aspects of .th~s plan will now be derived. 
derivation will use the Graphical Ev.aluation and ·Review Technique 
The 
(GERT), which Whitehouse (32), .. (22) has shown to be applicable. to 
this type of situation. Fry (11) appears to be the. first to apply 
,GERT directly in this area, but to a liini ted extent and for a . 
. 
. . 
different purpose. · The results for the basic plan may be compared· 
wit.h those obtained by Dodge following a different procedure. 
This technique is used here for two main reasons. '!be first 
reason is that it can provide. information not available using the 
z;>odge proc·edure. Specifi.c advantages are given at the end of this 
section. Secondly, the technique is used here to· provide an intro-
... 
. . 
duction to the theory behind it, .. anq to maintain a consistent approach 
" throughout the thesis, since its ·use makes possible later develop-
ments. 
II-A Mathematical Development 
> For the basic plan it will be desired to know: 
1. The Average Fraction Inspected - AFI 
2. The Average Outgoing Quality - AOQ 
.. 3. The Average Outgoing Quality Limit - AOQL 
The AFI will consist of the expected fraction of product looked at 
during inspection and the expected fraction looked at during periods 
' . 
of detailing. The network illustrating the continuous sampling plan 
in general would be as follows: 
. . 
\ 
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Events or Nodes 
,1, . 
• 
.. 
., 
. " 
.. 
. . 
A - A unit has left a previous manufacturing operation· 
B - A unit has entered the next operation 
·IN - A unit has entered the place of inspection 
IO - A unit has left the place of_ in~pection 
I - Inspection was perfonned on a unit· 
D - A unit was detailed 
Transmittances 
. 
,.·, 
; J, .: ·'/ 
fl : ~ ... 
,;. 
•  
' . 
• 
·:· .. 
W.(s) - Probabiiity_of traversing a path·times·.the moment generatip.g· .. J 
function of the time to traverse the path 
- pjMGF/s) 
The Symbol representing the nodes designate that they are all 
of the exclusive - or input type with probabilistic output. The 
" realization of any branch.leading into the node causes the node to 
be realized, but only one can occu:r at a given time. Upon real iza-
· tion of the node, at most. one path emanating from the node can be_ ·.r·· 
taken (21). 
•. If one were interested in the time to traverse a path~ and.this 
,. . . 
tim~ was constant, then t~e.MGFj(s) = ets, where t would represent. 
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the constant time. The first derivative of MPFj(s) for· s - o 
would be t ,7t, as required. In this thesis, however, the in 'fer,~s t 
. is in the mean number of times an element is traversed. This 
value will be independent of the time involved. To represent this 
count an ec · is placed on the path being investigat~d·~ C e is ther1 
.. 
. \. equivalent to the MGF of a constant equal to one. Thi-s devetopment: 
can be represented as follows: 
C ts PA Be e 
' 
,i; .• 
.. 
- .;• 
.• Since time is not of ·immediate interest in this thesis,:. t .. wjll ·· 
be set equal to zero. 
The transmittances between any two nodes of an open flowgraph 
such as those used here can be obtained by _Mason's ru1e (32) .. This 
:i.s ·an extens~on of the. topologic•l· equation for a ciosed flowgraph 
and is represente~ by: 
T = E (path between two nodes (i: non.-touching loops)) 
z:: loops ( 
where: E loops . 1 = 1 - L1 + L 2 - L3 + .•• + ( -1) Li , and 
Li is the sum of the i th order loops 
A.first order loop .is a consecutive path of ~arrows leaving a node 
and returning to the same node. A second order loop is a combin•tio!l 
. of two non-touching first order loops; etc. The value of a loop is 
the product of the transmittances associated with the loop. The 
" ideas presented here will be made clearer through their use in the { 
remaining work in this section of the thesis • . 
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· Tllt11 original network is too general , as it presently exists, 
for flnding the values of the AFI And AOQ. The basic plan will be 
developed first.· The development will- consist of determining th_e 
mean number of units that flow through the system during the various -
The e~pected number of units passing through the system,during 
a· period of inspection, including inspected and uninspected uni ts 
,, 
and the defect! ve unit causing detailing I can be obtained from:. 
C 1-f)e 
C fe. 
q 
. 
C 
e 
-
The transmiss·ion function is": W (c) _ .. p MGF {c) · 
OD - OD on 
, ' ' or 
2c I. W · · (c)-
-
fpe 
-0,D. C • 1 (1-f)e fqeC -
-
where . q = l-p ... 
• 
2. w0 ,D (O) :; P0 ,0 • l = probability of reaching D from o 
= ______ f ..... f__ fp 
- 1 - (1-f) - fq f (1-q) 
p 
-
= l; a defect will be found with certainty (1-q) 
therefore: 
"' 
. 3 __ • 2c Mo nCc) ·= _____ fp_e _____ _ 
' · . 1 - (1-f )ec - fqec 
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.. 
= expected number of units passing. through the -
-
. 
. system during a period of sampling inspection 
fp + 1 
fp 
= 1 + 1 
--f . P .. 
(See Appendix A for 
complete derivation) 
in equation 4 represents the defect found which ·ends 
.. the sampling inspection period. This value (one) could be elimin·ated 
by dropping the ec term on the path from I to D. 
To determine the ex_pected number of units that will be loo~·ed 
. e.t by the detailer while attempting to clear . i 
.,;, 
' . units ·the_ follo~t1\"g 
network will be used: 
1 
5. 
;._ 
C pe 
p·e C 
Po 1+1MGF0 1+1<c) 
' ~ ' 
(qec)~ , 
=-----------------------c C C ·c C 2 C , C °i-1 1 - (pe + pe qe + pe (qe) + ... +pe (qe) ) 
(qec) ~ 
=--------------------+ (qec)2 + ... + (qec)·i-1) 
'\ 
C . 
1 -. pe (1 + qec 
The term in parentheses in the denominator is a geometric se~ies 
which can be summed by S~ = 
a 
- ~. Thus this term can be 
c-----
(qec)i) Sumi - (1 -
-
l - qeC-
a(1-rk) 
1-r 
, whe_re k 
represented by: 
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,_ 
·J C i 
C C (qe ) C t 
1 - ~~e(l-(qec)i) 
C 1-qe 
(qec)i (1-qec) 
C 
PO,i+l = Wo, i+l (0) ·= qi* (1-,q) i 
1-q - p(l-q ) · 
' . ,·y 
: ~: 
.. 
·• 
• 
..  
.. 1 
Which should be the result, i.e., detailing will eventually cease 
" 
provided enough uni ts are supplied ·to the detailer, and a sequence 
of at least i good units exist. 
8. MGF (), i+l (c) ~ WO i+l (c)/1 , 
1 
.. 
· .... ~ ·---· 
9. oMGFo i+l (c) , 
0 C C - 0 
-
- 1 -q 
-
pq 1 
C t , (See Appendix A for 
complete derivation) 
'"--_ _/ 
Therefore, we now have the total expected number of units encountered 
•t both detailing and inspection. The total average fraction looked 
at is: 
10. AFI = 
-
Equation -9 + f(Equation 4) 
Equation 9 + Equation 4 · 
(1 - q 1 )/pqi + f(fp + 1)/fp 
(1 - q 1 )/pq1 + (fp + 1)/fp 
This result agrees with that of Dodge except for the 1 in 
equation 4. 
., 
For any reasonable values of 1/fp, 1 fp >> 1. There-
fore, to simplify future .work, equation 10 will be expressed as: 
•·'-'-
i ' .. 
1/p 
=' (1 - q )/,P,.q,1 + 10. AFI r r 
(1 qi)/pqi 1/fp -- - + 
and upon simpli-fying 
- f 
----------
. f + (1-f) (l-p)1 
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Be_fo·r~ proceeding .. with this d~velopment, 1 t would .. seem worth-
. . 
while to evaiuate this method of approach. There ar~ at least three 
areas where it appears to be more powerful and more useful thaQ the 
( 
approach taken by Dodge. 
First would be the fact that a pictorial representation of the 
,. 
process is prov~ded. · The second advantage is .the abi 11 ty to use 
time information if it is available. If there were a t ~ 0 in the 
term ·ets, or for that matter, if there· w~·re any other form of 
MGFj (s) present for path times, then processing times would be· 
available. For example, the mean ·and variance of the time ·for the: 
- detailer.to detail i units could be obtained. 
The third area concerns the ability to go bey-ond the mean of 
the fraction inspected, etc., and give an expression for the variance. 
This can be done, for example, by differentiating equation 8 twice 
with respect to c, evaluating the result at c = 0, and ~ubtracting 
' the square of eq-uation 9. 
This latter information would be useful (9), and it could 
possibly lead to a sound basis for comparing an entire class.of 
sampling plans. Further, the second area, regarding time· inf onna-
) 
tion, would be valuable to industrial engineers in time study .. 
. 
problems. In fact, the applic&ti on of GERT to ~ampling plans and 
the information thus available would appear to be an area for further 4._ 
investigation. 
Sufficient inf.orn,ation is now ivailable to determine the average 
outgoing quality. This qu~ntity can be determined from: 
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11·. AOQ - p(l - AFI) -
. 
. 
The upper limit of this value will pccur for some value of p 
- pl 
.. -. 
as indicated in Figure 1. The AOQ is differentiated with respect 
top, set equal to z~ro,.and.solved for the value of_ p - p1 which 
gives the limit. The above procedure ·will yield the_following 
results (6): ·-
12. AOQL _ (1-f) (1-P;i)i+l 
fi 
where p1 
_ 1 + 1 AOQL 
-
i + 1 
.. 
These are the immediate values of interest, and. the effect of 
r 
the presence of an inaccurate- detailing function upon these values 
will n<>w be investigated . 
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III The.Accuracy of the Detailing Function. 
. ., 
As. previously indicated, the basic plan ass~mes, that during 
,ins·pection. and detailing, the rectifyi.ng portion 'of th~ plan is 
perfect. That is, all defects will be detected and corrected or 
.. ,:,,.. , .replaced when they are in the inspectoi's sample or in the units 
··• ·, u· ~ 
- ,. being detailed._ Further, it was ·indicated in the introduction that, 
with respect to the -inspection function, this assump_tion will also 
.. 
. . \ ., 
.... 
be used in tliis thesis-. 
-The question of inspection (or detailing) accuracy is certainly 
not new. A ·review o.f the literature on quality control and esp~cially 
the work of J.M. Juran (16), (17) and E. L. Grant (13) indicates 
that the error in 100% inspection ranges between 70 and· 95%. In 
fact, the p~esence of inaccuracy during a period of 1.0()% inspection, 
whether it be called sorting or detailing, was one of the prime 
reasons for going to sampling inspection. The following quotes 
appear in the literature supporting this statement: 
" In still other cases, because of the effect of inspection fatigue involved in 100% inspection, a good sampl~ng in-spection plan may ~ctually give better quality assurance than 100% inspection."--E. L. Grant (13) 
"It may result·1n accepting sane defective material. A number of independent checks on the reliability of 100 per cent inf!pection in sorting out all bad parts from 
-
good have cast considerable doubt upon its complete . 
'' 
. 
effectiveness in every inst~nce. --A. V. Feigenbaum (10) 
"As noted above, 100 per cent inspection may not mean 100 per cent perfect quality, and the percentage of defective items passed may be·h!gher than under a scientifically designed sam_pling plan. "--A. J. Duncan (9) 
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The above quotes .are presented here for a dual purpos.e. 
. ...... ~ ;, . 
... ,,. 
The 
Dodge CSP-1 is a scientifically developed plan, but it h•s both an 
' acceptance and a rectifying portion. Therefore,.-- the inspection. 
function, since it involves sampling, will be assumed perfect. · 
However, since.detailing (100 per cent inspection) is required.upon 
_ finding • defect in the sampling portton, the effect·· of detailer ,, 
accuracy will be investigated. 
Before discussing the effect of accuracy, it is necessary to 
develop a method to describe this accuracy, and to be able ·to work 
with it analytically. As indicated by the previous quotes, there . 
. , 
,. 
have been studies on this subject, which illustrate that the effect 
is not always negligible. Further, fatigue is often found to be an 
important factor. The following list·should be adequate to cover 
the many reasons for inaccuracies during ,detailing: 
1. ,Fatigue~ it can be both physically and mentally tiring. 
' 
. •. 
2. Monotony and boredom - especially when the incoming fraction 
defective p is low and there is little "action". 
3. The detailer is.often not familiar with~the defect in. 
question - the consequences being worse for a high_ p. 
4. This is non-productive work on the part of the detailer 
(an operating employee)~ there may be a tendency toward 
AlJ"\l;<.,r • 
overlooking a defect (especially if it is marg~nal) because 
the count starts over upon recogrii'z--fng a defect. For this 
reason it is further assumed that a good product will not 
. be called defective. 
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As far·•• can be determined from the literature, little has 
. . 
C • 
been done to expr~ss the accuracy in terms general enough to include 
•1.1 of these factors. This is, ··there.fore, a possible area for future 
investigation. The approach usualiy taken is to determine an average 
value for .the probability of detecting a bad unit (13.). This value 
would be used under the same assumption as· the process av~rage, i. ~. , 
the· probability of detecting a q.efec.t remains constant from unit 
to unit. 
This value would have to be derived in such a manner as to. be-·· 
·' 
representative of the situation. Sufficient study, prior to imple-
menting the plan, would be required so that the value reflected the, 
difficulty in detecting the defect, the expected number _of units 
looked at, and the process average. 
.. . 
. ·, 
A specific procedure for detennfning this value, call it A, 
will now be discussed. The approach is similar to that taken by 
Albert Beck, Jr. (3) for determining his value E.- He defined 
.. 
E to be the probability that a defective unit will be recognized as 
such during an inspection. Note that A= E. 
The first ste.p would be to determine a representative sample 
size, N. The mean number detailed under perfect conditions could 
.be uaed as representative. Of course, if A -I: 0 this number wi 11 
not be as high. 
The procedure following this depends on whether or not the . 
num:t>er of good uni ts in the sample is to be .a known quantity from 
.the start. When it is desired and possible to know this quantity,· 
• 
... :· 
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.. ·es.ti·mate the. process average, p, and place Np ·def ecti ve1 in th• ,, · 
sample~ The following 'quantities and procedure will ·t·hen be 
applicable to estimate A:. 
G = number of good units in the sample (a known conatant quantity). 
x - number of test or trial. 
yx ~ fraction defective detected aµd removed by the detailer on 
t·rfal x. 
Then: 
or 
,I 
th A - an estimate of A obtained from the x . test •. X 
N 
X 
- the total number in the.sample at the start of trial x. 
N = N1 
= defects found on test:·.x/de'fects- :tn :N .. .. '.. ' ........ x. 
(b) ·G = N· (1 - y /A ) X X X 
Since G is known here, all that is needed is one trial·to estimate A. 
/ However, it would be appropriate to perform repeated trials to 
achieve a more accurate estimate of A. -· 
When it is not practical to rig the sample with a known number 
of defects in advance, a recurrence relationship can be established. 
'lbe procedure is to perfonn repeated detailing on the sample. G 11 
still defined as before, but its value is not known. The e1tim.ate 
· of A can be determined from the following: 
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Nl :; N· 
N2 - Nl (1 ""!"' Y1) 
N =. N . (1 Y2) .. •: -3 . 2 . 
. 
-
- Nl (i - Y1) (1 - !2> -
·or: 
~ 
.. 
Q 
(c)· N 
-
N ,(1 
- yx) x+l X 
and from (b) 
G is independent of the number of. the test x, and remains· constant. 
Therefore: · 
Nx (1 - yx/A) = Nx+l (1 - Yx+l/A) 
= Nx ( 1 - y~) (1 - Yx·+1/A) 
·solving for A 
.. 
- Thus, an estimate of the c,Jastant A can be obtained fl'Om only 
~ 
two test runs. However., as Beet indicates, it would be better to 
detennine·an average A based upon repeats of the above procedure. 
This is especially true if some y . = 0. 
X 
Now asswning we have our estimate A, and that .it will remain 
constant, we can proceed to deten.1ine the effect of its presence 
on the average outgoing quality. The new GERT network would. app~ar 
as: 
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pA pA 
1 
The probability that the detailer will increa;se t~e count is the 
-probability that the ~resent unit is good, or that the present 1mit 
is bad and it goes undetected. This would equal -q + p(l - A)= 
1 - pA. Note that A is actually the probability that a unit wil:1 
be detected given that it is defective. 
t 
The mean number .looked at can be .dete:rm'ine·d f::rom :the -p:rev.io .. us 
''-
result of equation 9~ replacing p by pA and q by 1 - pA~ 
This generalization is shown in Appendix A. Thus, the ·mgan< nw.npe·r 
detailed becomes, after placing ec in the above pa_#~,s:: · 
13. oMGFo,i+l (c) 
oc 
.:. 
_ 1 (1-pA)i 
c=O pA (1-pA)i 
Before investigating this result n~eri¢_a.Jly, however, 'it wi.:ll 
be of interest to consider a more general situation. 
Assume that AT(t) represents the probability of detect~ng a 
defective unit, when the particular unit is the tth unit in a 
-
detailing sequence. T ·is to be a function of t, repres~nting the 
increase in fatigue, monotony, etc. , as t ingreases. Furt-hE!r, 
assume that the value of A reflect~ the present . ._process average 
and the diffi(.'ttlty of detecting the defect. This treatment is· 
similar to that used by Savage (25) to represent a process with 
i.ll . 
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' degenerating quality •. The GERT network for. detennining the new 
average fraction looked at by the detailer would be as follows: · 
\ 
. \ 
• 
i, 
• 
1 
l-pAT(2) 
1 
1 
• 
l-pAT(2) 
P;rr Th>-----~ 
--
l-pAT(3) 
~= -- _...,.It.. 
pAT(3) 
"t, 
1 . AT(i) -p ' 
l-pAT(i+l) 
pAT(i.+l. 
.. 
,; .. a 
pAT(t) = p (probability o_f a· defective unit)· AT(t) (probability. 
of dete~ting the tth unit if it is defective). 
K = the number of times the c·ount . would start over. 
Computations using_this network would be extremely difficult. 
' It would also be difficult to determine the proper T(t) so that 
AT(t) will actually represent the detailing -process. As it now 
stands, it is very likely that the detailer would never detect a 
\ defect for large t .-
A development more computationally feasible would be to assume 
that upon finding a defect, the detailer's accuracy factor starts 
over at AT(l). This is still a very realisti::: situation because 
the bui_ld-up of fatigue and_ monotony is broken, and the detailer 
. ·~ 
would be alerted to a possible run of defects. The GERT network 
. would be simpli.fied to: 
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·PAT(l) 
1 1-pAT(i) 
. ~ 
C 
- .after placing an e in each path as before: 
14. 
. ' 
+ ... 
Po, i+l = 1 
. :\ 
c=O 
The detailer must clear faster than when A = l., and for the 
case A = 1, Po, i+1 has been proven to equal 1. 
Therefore: • l. 
• n (1-pAT(N)) 15. MGF0 , i+l (c) eCl. - N=l -
AT(l) i-1 N 1 - C L AT(N+l)eNC TT (1-pAT(j)) pe + 
N=l j=l 
The MGF must now be differentiated with respect to c, and 
evaluated for c = o. Upon doing this, and also recalling that the 
-numerator and denominator of the above expressions are equal at 
c = O, the mean number detailed will become: 
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1-1 . N 
p \,AT(l) + I: (N+l)AT(N+l) n (1-pAT.(j)) aEFo 1+1<c> 
16. ' N=l · j=l · 
= i. + ---------------------------------------------
c=O 
+ ~l AT(N+l) n (1-pAT(j))J 
N=l j=l 
ac 1-p AT(l) 
The remaining problem is to determine the form of AT(t). As 
iri~icated previously, no studies to date have revealed a specific 
·· - · T( t) . li 
form for this •. It is probably true that the form of A will be· 
·highly dependent upon the particular set. of_ conditiqns .. T~erefore,. 
for· the purpos·e of evaluation a form will- be _assumed. 
Consider·the s·ituation where th~ probability is one for detecting 
a defect in the first untt of deta.iling, or in the first· unit after 
finding a defect. This probability then wi:,..l ·be assumed to de-
creas$ to a value equal to A, which will _be· the value after a 
sequence of i units. Thus, the value of A could b~ determined 
., 
in the same manner as before, viz., following the approach taken 
' . 
by Beck. The value of A by itself is assumed to be constant. 
The desired form will be as in Figure 2. 
An analytical representation for· this could be: 
T(t) - (t-1)/(i-l); t = l, 2, 3; ... , i 
0 · t=O. 
~' 
and therefore: 
A ~ AT(t) ~ 1 
~ . 
, ' 
.:..-- .: 
. ~ 
The investigation of the effect of this decreasing function 
will follow a similar investigation for the constant case • 
• 
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Figure 2·. Increasing Error of Non-Detection 
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III-A Numerical Effect of Det~il;l.ng,Accuracy 
III-A-a Constant Case 
~; 
:, 
;,, "! 
,.•, . 
In the previous section it was determined. that the mean number 
' 
,' 
. . detailed in the presence of an accuracy factor of A < 1.0· can be 
? 
' computed from equation 9 by replacing p by pA and q by . 1-pA. , 
.. Since the inspector is assum.ed to be 100% aceurate, the mean number 
__.., 
·1n ··appearing in the sampling state will remain the same. · · · 
. 
. To keep the following equation!? and discussion clearer, the. 
various values for the. sampling plan. will be given the follow_ing 
notations: 
( 
U = the mean number detailed when A= 1.0 (i.e., equation 9). 
V = the mean number passing through the system before a 
" 
defect is found. 
'"' UA = the mean number detailed when ·A ,,_< 1. O_. .:, 
APIA - the average fraction i_nspected when A < 1.0; 
AOQA = the average outgoing quality when A< 1.0. 
with this notation: 
AFI = (U + fV)/(U + V) 
First it must be determined what the new average £raction in-
·spected will be. This can be obtained in the same manner as before. 
The <Jetailer looks at UA, and the inspector will look at f.V. There-
fore the new AFIA ,wil_l be: 
17. 
The determination of the average outgoing quality, however, will be 
.~ .. 
·· .. , ... 
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more complicated, since not all .. of what is looked· at by the detailer f 
is rectified. This derivation can be developed in the following 
manner: 
18. 
18a. 
' UA + Y = total number of units ., 
,, 
[CUA+ V~ - (UA + fV)] = number of units not examined by either 
the detailer or inspector. 
number of defectives in those· not· 
examined. 
fV = number of units inspected' by_the inspector, of which no 
defectives remain. 
\.. UA = numbe.r of units detailed by the detailer. 
pUA = number of defectives presented·to the detailer. 
• 
pUA (1-A) = number of defectives not removed during detailing. 
p((UA + V) - (UA + fV)] + pUA(l-A) = total number of defectives. 
(P (CUA + V) - (UA + fV)] + pUA (1-A)]/(UA + V) -
Dividing through gives: 
or this can be written as: 
A!OQ = p(l - AUA J\ . -fV --) 
average outgoing 
fraction defec-
tive. 
~-
A FORTRAN program was written for an IBM 1130 computer to aid 
' in evaluating the effect of different accuracy factors for varying 
values of f, i, and p. 
It can be seen from Figures 3, 4, and 5, that as f increases, 
\ 
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. for, a. fixed i ~ th·e .val.ue· ·of the increas.e in the AOQ over that ex-
pected when A= 1.0 also increases.* This value is denoted ~(AOQ), 
· Figure 6- illustrates the same general relationship ·When holding f 
constant and varying i. The former case is to be expected, s1nce 
as f increases, the number of units appearing in the sampling 
state, V = 1/fp, must decrease. This would increase the number of 
times that detailing starts, and the detailing state is where the 
inaccuracy appears. 
· However, ·this. rat~ is greater in the case where f is held 
fixed and i is varied. This is to be expected also as the. major 
contributor to the discrepancy is the- new expected number detailed, 
· which is only a fur :!tion of i, p, and A. A further illustration· 
of this result fol lows.: 
#. 
A= .5 and p = .075 
, f = 5% • 
' 
~ (AOQ) = . 0027 · 
. ·i. - 30 f = 5% • ~(AOQ) - .0101 - ,. 
' 
-·~-·· 
.,•; I? 
" 
.. 
_f 5% i 10 ~(AOQ) .0025 ., - - • --
' 
-
' 
-
;. 
f 10% i 10 ' A(AOQ) .0046 - - • --
' 
-
' 
-
For th& values indicated, doubling 1 has a much greater effect 
on A(AOQ) than that obtained by doubling f. 
--.... 
Another noticeable effect is that, as f increases, the range 
~ over values of A for the· 4(AOQ) values als(! increases. The presence -
of this fact produces the following result for moderate values of 1; 
_____________ Q 
*An increasing AOQ represents a worsening· in average outgoing quality. 
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·, .. 
for a fixed i and p, doubling f and raisiag A from • 5 to' 
.75 yields approximately the ·same effect .on the '1(AOQ) ~ 
•' 
A generalization of the results up to this point would be, that 
for fi~ed operating conditions, i.e., a fixed A< 1.0 and p, in-
creasing either i 0~ f will not directl 'y reduce the detrimental ' J 
effect of A. This is because, when ·A= 1.0 and f is increased, 
the AOQ valu.e will be lowered, however, when A< 1.0 and f is 
incre~sed~ the AOQ valu~ increases or· worsens. Thus ~ (AOQ) increases· 
becau~e detailing occurs more·frequently, and the inaccuracy is in the. 
'. detai~ing state. The importance of this fact would be that a plan 
. user should be discouraged from simply increasing f,·or· 1,·or. _ 
both to overcome the effect of an inaccurate detailer. The proper 
use of this type of· approach to achieve improvement is discussed 
in section IV. Further, the effect increases as the process average 
increases. Actually the effect in .many cases will be slight when 
pis low. 
An example will now be presented to illustrate the above re-
sults for a specifi.~ sampling .plan. This plan will be used as a 
standard in the remaining ~ortions of the thesis. 
' 
In keeping with the ~eual way in which a continuous sampling 
plan is chosen, assume it is desired to meet an AOQL or approxi-
mately 1.5%. Assume further that for reasons external to the plan, 
.., 
that f must be no gre~ter than 10%. This will require an i of 
approximately 75 units. The actual AOQL as shown in Figure 7 is 
approximately 1.44%. Finally, assume that the process average is 
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,, 
estimated to be 2.% defective, ancJ that the detailer is 80% accurate.-
• i Figure 7 illustrates clearly the difference between what is 
expected if t·he detailer is 100% accurate and what will actually 
happen if he is only 80% accurate. For the expected process average 
. ~ 
of p = 2% the expected AOQ = 1.32%, but the AOQ is actually 1. 48%. 
Therefore, the actual AOQ is already exceeding t·he expected limit. 
' 
This limit or AOQL was not e·xpected to be reached until p 
shifted to 2.75% defective. 
The most ·important result of. an A < 1,0 is that the actual 
·AOQL, as p covers its range, is going to be much greater than 
the 1.44% expected·. That this isso can be readily seen from 
. Figure 7 and also from the actual· AOQ formulation, equation 18: . 
AOQ = p(l - UA + "fV) + p(l - A) UA 
U + V A-
. I 
As p is_ incre~sed, UA becomes very large, and the first te:rm-
wi 11 approach zero just·as it would in the c~~e where A= 1.0. 
However, the second tenn will approach 1-A as. p approaches 1. 
' Thus the true AOQL for an A< 1.0 becomes 1-A, or _20% defective 
for·thi-s set of sampling plan parameters. 
This situation would not be expected to be this bad, however, 
as daily sample estimates of p will probably not deviate so 
radically from its expected value of 2% defective. To get a feel 
\ 
. for the possible -variation of · p, assume that the sampling distribu-
tion of p can be approx_imated by the normal, i.e., np > 5, where 
) 
:"<>· • 
n is the number of units used to estimate p,~ say a day's production. 
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• Since the term UA }fo.:r p = 2% is appro~imately 2Q<> it wo.uld Qot be 
unreasonable to· assume that the day's production is greater than 
*' 200, and that np > 5. _ Therefore, with an n of at least 300, 
the standar'd deviation of the fraction d(:fectiv,· ould be no greater 
.. 
than: 
.rf p 
and 
V (. 02 X 
~ . 00225 
• 00:,(~ 7'5 .. 
.08)/300 ~ .. 
Thi_s bein:g: th~ -case, then O ~ p $'. ...• ·0.27.·,. whi-c-h: ·Wofrid J>tit a practical 
limit of /0.18 ori tl1e AOQ over· a s_l1p·r:t t_e:r.in .• 
·l III-A-b Decreasing Function Case 
, 
:( t~ 1 >. ;'(i-1} . _ . . The effect of a decreasing functioii, A , r~present1ng 
detailer accuracy_will be investigated n~xt. 
will l;>e centered around the previous plan. 
The_: .i.:~v.e:stigation 
. .: 
•· The average fraction inspected will remain in the same fonn 
as· in all previous cases, except that it will be computed from 
equation 15. The new average outgoing ·guality~ however, can no 
longer be determined. exactly. As in the pr~v1ous ~ase, the AOQ 
can be expressed as a sum of two terms. The first term will repre-
sent the percent ·defective in product not sampled, nor detailed: 
... 
•it seems the exception rather than the rule to have a detailing 
sequence continue throughout a large portion of a day's production . 
... 
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The· ·second term· will be p t.imes. the average fracti.on detailed. · 
times the fraction of this that remains defeGtive. However, this 
latter quantity will no longer be simply (1-A) ,. as it was in the 
_.?-' 
constant case. 
• 
The information available does not provide a means to detennine 
~-_.t 
exactly the "over-all" probab:flity of not ('atching a defect, given 
.. that a defect is present. ·This probability .. is coni',in·ually starting 
over at z~ro each time a defect if found, and inc.r(~.asing up~ to· (1-A). 
For the aforementt,oned reasons, an appl'oxt~Li. : on will be us·ed ri. .. 
. 
. that will in all cases by an upper limit to (!:his value. for any 
specific process average. The limiting value JusJ mentioned is not 
.. , 
to be confused with an AOQL. The fonnula.tion fof· t:he AOQA: 
l·· ... g·.' , . 
. ·. . ·-
;)"' 
Where:. 
A.'-. A(t--1)/(i-l) at 
··L. -
··~ 
t=i· 
greater for short l.en_gths. ·Th'at is runs of two.· :c1ccur with a fre-,· . . . , 
quency equal to ·or· g:r~ater than runs of three,. -and this continues 
until there 'is ·on:1y one run of i with an accuracy ·as. low as AL. 
' 
· (t-1)/(i-l) Therefore by placing A constant at t=i ,: the contribution 
to the ~OQ will always give a higher AOQ than is actually present. 
/ 
The previously mentioned computer program·was adapted to this 
decreasing function case. 
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" ,. Figure ·8 sho~s the,. difference, for the _stan.dard plan ~etween a. 
constant A of 80% and an ·AT(t~ decreasing from 100% to eit.her 
, It is apparent that one would not want to estim,te outgoing· 
quality for· an accurac·y ~unction that decre~sed from A- = 100% to 
A = 50% with a cot\stant A of 8"%. On the other hand,. one would 
generally be pessimistic ,if he approxi~ted an accuracy that de-
. . 
creased to a lower· value ·with a constant equal to this lower valu·e • 
.. 
This is illustrated in Figure 8 by· the curve for A = 80% and the 
, curve for A decreasing to 80%. · · The extent o~ the pessimistic 
attitude is even greater than is indicated ,by the graph. It should 
.. 
b.e remembered ·that an· AOQ value for a de9reasing function· in·cludes 
in it an overst·atement of bad quality be:c.ause of the approximation 
to the second tenn us:ing .A at its lowest value . 
. l;t ' 
.I,~ A breakdown of the t.wo portions making. up the curve for an 
.A decreasing ·to 80% is g-iven in Figure 9. AOQ1 represents the 
outgoing quality in the product not examined~· AOQ2 represents the 
· approximated outgoi~g quality in the product detailed.· The true 
. 
. 
average oµtgoing quality must lie somewhere between AOQ1 and AOQA. 
As p increases, this area in question also increases, thus the 
approximation becomes more critical. 
However, for the specific plan under examinatio~ the value of 
AOQ2 is not critical. p was assumed to be estimated at 2% defective 
with a 3a limit no greater than 2.7% defective. Thus the estimate 
of AOQA by the method ~sed_ is satisfactory for this situation. 
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Ii 
,; Tnis specific example illustrates a difference between actual 
and expected results when the detailer is ·only 80%.accurate, or 
.. i'. when his accuracy falls off'to 80% in a run of l units. Depending 
L upon how critical the AOQ or AOQL realiy is to the user, this dis-
· crepancy may or may -not be large 'enough for concern. However, from 
the standpoint of this thesis the ·presence of a difference and its 
··.,. 
detennination, not the ·actual numerical result, is of greatest 
importance. 
• In the ne,ct: section of the thesis methods will be develop~d to 
\ 
~ 
.overcome the ef,f.eqt of detailer· inaccuracy. 
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IV Development of a Continuous· Sampling P.1an. to. Account"' for 
Detailer Inaccuracx 
IV-A Approaches Presently Used 
It was indicated in the purpose and scope ·section -.of this thesi$ 
that different variations of Dodge's basic plan are in actual use. 
,_. 
Furthe·r, it was indicated that there are different variations of the 
plan because of inaccuracies on the part of the people involved. 
the previous section it was shown that actual results .due to this 
In 
inaccuracy can deviate significantly from the expected results. Thus, 
it would generally be unsound to use Dodge's basic fonnulas and nomo-
graph to detennine the characteristics of a '.sp·ecific plan, if i.t is 
known that the d~tailer is not accurate. 
The fact that there are attempts to acGount for ·inaccuracy -
would tend to. imply some improvement fn average outgoing quality. 
However, as far as the. author has been able to d~tennine, all of ... 
the variations of the basic plan simply specify a different proce-
rdure to follow µpon finding a defect in the sampling state. There 
has been no mathematical or formal development to determine the 
results of such procedures. 
The plans mentioned above can actually- be classified as one of 
two main variations, depending upon the specification of procedure 
upon finding a defect in the sampling .state. For ease of reference 
these two classes will be denoted Variation I and V~riation II. 
Both variations are u-sed under the following policy statements: 
1. The inspection function is to cover onl~ that part of the 
·\ 
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pl~n that. concerns sampling. That is, it will ·usually .no.t 
be in an insp·ector' s. job description t·hat he should detail 
the product .. 
2. · The detailer will be a person from the ·_operat·ing department 
responsible for the defect. 
Further, in both variations the- inspector .. selects a predeter-. 
mined f percent (or fraction) of the product in such a manner as 
to assure an iuibiased samp ~e. tJpo·n the event of a defect appearing 
in the sample, however, the procedures deviate. 
IV-A-a Variation I 
In addition to the basic plan, which is the foundation for ht·s 
theory, Dodge prescribes a manner of ·Pl~n administration.· The plan 
specifies what procedure is followed whell" a defec.t is found, and· is 
as follows: 
1 
1. A detailer is notified and begins detailing i units. ~ 
2. The 'inspector continues inspecting the fraction f. 
3. The detailer details i units except those required by 
the inspector for his sample. 
4. If a defect is found by either the .in.s:pe:ctor or detailer, 
the i count starts over. 
·:This obviously is di~f erent from the basic plan, and these differ-
ences will be discussed. 
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,:.· 
IV-A-b Variation II 
The other main deviation from the basic plan (~8) ,· (27) is 
-, based on the same policy as the variation above, however, ·it pro-
v.ides for a more direct reinspect ion. · The procedure upon finding 
a defect is as follows: 
1. A detailer is notified and begins detailing _ i units. 
2. The inspector continues to select the fraction f after 
the product has passed the detailer. 
3. If · a defect is follhd by either .the insp~ctor o·r detai ~e~ . ., 
the i- count starts over. 
and/or· 
, 4. The inspector may be provided with the optic1n_= to stop in-
. 
. 
specting (thus, stop product sb,ipment) if he f-ee.:1·s. .i_t is 
necessary due to improper detailing. 
Note that condition 4 is an and/or condition. In the procedure 
specified in the Statistical Quality Control Handbook put out by 
the Western Elec-tric Co. (28), this is in addition to condition 3. 
r 
However, in the continuous sampling plan handbook published by the 
Department of Defense (~7) this condition is the only one specified • 
r They specify that, if a critical defect is found during reinspection 
(they actually call reinspection "verifying inspection"), such 
inspection will cease until: 
(a) action has been taken to imp.rove -the process average, 
and 
(b) detailing has been improved through the prov~s.ion of 
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49 
better· superyision an.d/or by retraining ·the detailer. 
The differences between the basic plan and the two main varia-
~ tions are, therefore, in the average fraction of the total product 
looked ~t and the manner in which the check on detailed product is 
handled. In the basic plan the inspector stop·s inspecting while 
detailing is performed. /' In both variations the inspector will 
.. 
sample a fraction f of all units sent to the place of inspection. 
The basic plan provides no reinspection. The first variation 
provides a check on the period of detailing, but not on the actual 
performance of the detai,er. The inspector designates a particular I 
unit to be inspected and the detailer doesn't look at it.· Therefore, 
the inspecto~ never reinspects, nor samples a detailed unit. The 
level of protection of this plan compared to t~at of the basic plan 
will be higher. The degree o.f improvement will depend on whether 
or not the units sampled and found good are to be used to clear the 
i. This is discussed further in section IV-B. 
In the second variation a direct check is provided on the 
detailer since his results are directly sampled. Thus, there 
will be an improvement in ~verage outgoing quality because it is 
assumed that the inspector will detect a bad unit whenever it is in 
his sample. 
As just indicated,.the first variation is not a reinspection, 
.. nor is it a direct check on the detailer, but there will be an 
.improvement in outgoing quality. The inspector will be present 
during a period of detailing, and this will permit the following 
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\ . , 
improvements of possible imprQvements: 
1. The AOQ is directly improved since the inspector substitut·es 
It 
for the detailer on f of the ·units present in a detail-
,,,' ing sequence. 
2. The inspector will be present to detect changes in the 
process average. 
3. The· inspector will have a constant work ·load. 
4. The inspector will be available to " " keep an eye on the 
· detailer, and to aid. in making proper dec_isions with 
respect to marginal defects. 
Thus, for the above reasons, Variation I as well as Variation· II 
will be give~ fonnal development in the next section.· 
The development will be carried out only for the case when 
A is constant because of the difficulties i-n finding a true 
expr_ession for the a\1erage outgoing quality when A is raised to . 
.. 
the T(t). · If necessary, however, ,the following development could 
be adapted to determine a true average fraction inspected quantity 
for this latter case. 
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For the first ~ariation, the values will depend upon whether 
; 'r • 
or not go~d units~ found by the inspector during a period of detailing, 
are to be used to clear the i. The situation where they are included 
will be developed first. The subscript Ia will be used to denote 
the appropriate values for this case. For example, u1a is the ~an 
number detailed, i.e., the mean number detailed and inspected in the 
detailing state. , V w-~11 ~ave the same meaning as before. 
The GERT network for this plan, accounting for an A< 1. O is 
as fallows: -
(pA(l-f)+pf)ec (pA(l-f)+pf)ec 
1 
-A)(l-f))e q+p(l-A)tl-f))eC 
•• 
The probability of ths l~*ving path, i.e,, the probability of in-
creasing the count is the sum of the following probabilities: 
1. the probability that the inspector inspects the next unit 
. 
and it is good= fq 
2. the probability that the detailer details the ~xt unit 
and it is good= (1-fJq 
3. the probability-that the det~iler details the next unit 
and it is bad, but he does not detect it= (1-f)(l-A)p 
Sum= fq + (1-f)q + (1-f)(l-A)p = q + (1-f)(l-A)p 
D 
', ; '~ 
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·The p~obability that the count starts over is the ~um of: 
1. the probability that the inspector inspects a bad unit= 
fq 
· 2. the probability 'b-hat the detailer details -and detects a 
bad unit= (1-f)Ap 
Sum= pA(l-f)- + pf 
Note th't pA(l-f) +pf.+ q + (1-f)(l-A).p = 1 
\, The mean number of uni ts· examined in thls sta.te can be computed 
directly from equation 9. viz.: 
. ,./ 
20.·· 1-(q+p(l-A) ( 1-f)) 1 
(pA(l-f) +pf) (q+p(l-A) (1-f)) i ;: . 
; The average outgoing quality is computed in th.e same manner as 
:ln :section III. The exception here is that, of the total fraction 
in the detailing stage (U1a/(U18+V)), the detailer details only 
(1-f). Therefore, the averag~ outgoing quality is: 
21. 
The situation, where the units inspected by the inspector are 
not used to clear the i, will be considered next. Either method, in-
eluding or excluding the inspectors sample,. is certainly feasible. 
Including them should tend to release the detailer sooner, bu~ it would 
also aggravate the.protllem.of ke.eping account of the number of units 
, 
detailed. The su.bscript lb will be used for this case. 
( 
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,· u1b and .AFIIb ·can be :found with the solut1on of -the followi~g 
GERT network: 
,,,. . 
·(pA(l-f)+pf)ec 
1-f) (q +p( 1-A) )e 
The change in this network with respect to the previous one is.the 
-~self-loop created when the inspector finds .a g_ood unit. In other 
~ 
words, the count remains the a·ame ... ,. 
The s:oiuti-on of: thi-s :n~twor-k woul·d ··be: ve:f.y: cumbersome if it 
was not for the f·a-ct t11a·t self'-loops can be reduced from the net-
• work. An e~planat·ion of this is given in Appendix B. The resulting_ 
network was obtained by multiplying leaving paths, excluding the 
self-loop, by 1 . 
1-fq 
The network is as follows: 
ec(l-f)(q+(l-A)p) 
1-fq 
(pA(l-f) +pf)ec 
1-fq 
ec(l-f)(q+(l-A)p) 
1-fq 
(pA( 1-f) +pf) ec 
1-fq 
·therefore, from equation 9: 
22. 
l _ [ ( 1-f) ( q +( 1-A) p) _ J i 
1-fq 
( pA ( 1-f) +pf) [ ( 1-f) ( q + ( 1-A) p) ] i 
1-fq 1-fq 
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The average olit.-golng quality equation .wlll be in precisely the 
same form as befo·rc\, ):fut ·containing th·e ·n:ew exprP.(..;sion for the mean 
. number in the detafling sequence: 
23. AOQib - p(l-AFIIb)+p( 1-A) (1-f) (Uib1.( Ulb +V)) 
' 
... 
Thus, formulas have been developed for Variation I to determine 
- . ' 
the average fractiqn inspected and average outgi,:i~1g quality. Vari-
ation II will be considered next. 
IV-B-b Variation II 
In th·fs pl.an, t·he inspect.or· reinspects detailed product at the 
fraction f .. 
This p1an i:s ;s"±mil:ar to the basic :p:J.an -in that every unit in the 
d.etailin·g -:stat~ ·is· looked at _by the ·detai:ler. It is assumed that the 
tnspector is located ~:fter the de.talle·r·, µnd that a detailed unit, is 
immediately sampled with ·probabilit:Y ::f·.: ·wtth this situation, the· 
detailer will not detail any more. -t:~~n ne.ce.ssary . 
• 
The probability that the. :co.uni! is. inc:refas.ed is the sum of: 
1. 
2. 
The probability that· .the ·.unil· •· g-o.od and ·1s =·q, .. ·. · .. 
The probability that t:he . untt . ba:d and it was not 1S: 
detected b.y the detailer, nor w:~:s it sampled by the 
inspector~ p(l-A)(l-f) • 
The probability that the count starts·ov~~ is the sum of: 
1. The prqbability that the unit iS: ·bad and the detailer 
detects this fact= pA, and 
··2· .. .\ 
. The_ probabil·_ity\.that the i-nspe(.rtor samples a bad unit 
r 
'Ill• 
I 
.... "'a 
,. 
., .. 
. passed by the: :·deta.il.er ·- fp{ 1 :..A) 
The GERT representation for this is as follows: 
(pA-+pf(l-A) )ec · 
(pA+pf(l-A))ec 
l q +p( I - ,. ) ( 1-f)) e 
. The interest inb result 6f this plan and its. n .. ·. twork is that, 
mathematically, it has ·the s,ame· ·p:robab:il:it.ies a-s ·the network for 
Variation I~ when t:J)e inspectors sample -was. used to clear the i. 
Thus., using the subscript II for the values t:n ·th.i-, uase: "' 
:'H.oweve.r, AFI 11 ts not the true or· tot.al av:~.rage· fraction in-
S'pec-t-e:d tn this plan. 1 n Vari at ion l the deta:fler details ( 1-f) Ula 
uni ts :.ind t:·h.e ins pee tor inspects fUia uni ts. Iii Variation I I the 
detailer det .. at.ls eve.-ry· .unit in the detailing sequence, or u11 , and 
in add_i·tion·, th.~ inspect0.r-: .re·tnspects fu11 . Therefore, the total 
·.av,er.ag~? fr.acti.on i:ns·pec-ted and detailed under thls pl an is: 
fV +l I I ( 1 +f) 
UII+V 
r 
.\:: . ,·· 
AFI11 is, however, the appropriate value to use in determining 
the AOQ11 because this will determine, the fraction of product not 
looked at. viz.: 
( 
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Therefore, the following result is true: 
·2.5_., 
~~ 
= p(l"'.'AFiu> + p(l-"A) (1-f)(Uu/CUII +V)) 
The implication of this, from the standpoint of the thesi·s, 
is that the expected AOQ' s are- the same, but it takes more in- · 
spection to attain this quality level under Variation II. Therefore, 
Variation Il will no longer be considered. Thi~ leaves Variation I, 
inclu.ding or exclud-ing the inspe,ctors sample in the i count, to be 
evaluated from the standpoint of improvement over the situation 
when no inspector ts present during detailing~ 
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IV-C I'mprove.ment in the-AOQ with; Variation I 
·oraphs similar to those in the previous section were plotted 
to illustrate the expected im~rovement under this variation. Figures 
. 10 and 11 illustrate the same generil effect as did the ba~c plan 
with an inaccurate detail.er. That. is, - for a ·fixed f, the effect 
increases radically with increasing i, and the· spread in ~(AOQ), as 
'· A decreases, remains.about the same. 
These· two· plots are for Var-iation Ia, · and the improvement over 
the· p~sic plan would be as indicated. The ·amount of improvement in-
. '\J 
creases asp incr~ases. A similar irivestigatiori, which was carried 
,. 
·out for Variation lb (the results are not included), illustrated .the 
same g~neral relations\ips, but with. som~ · added improvement. 
Figures 12 and 13, however, show a greater deviation in the 
· q:hange in .1(AOQ) for a fixed i, A, and p and an increasing f. 
Figures 12 and 1~ are for Variations Ia and lb, respectively. As 
f increases ·under either variation, the corresponding ~(AOQ) increases 
J 
at a decreasing rate until an f is finally reached where the t\(AOQ) 
starts to decrease. This is not true for the basic plan in the face 
of detailer inaccuracy. Further, by comparing Figures 12 and 13, 
it can be seen that the degree of improvement and the extent of 
the result just mentioned is greater for Variation lb • 
The results with these variations indicate that, for a fixed 
i, A, and p, the greatest degree of improvement lies. with the choice 
off. That this is so is due to the following reasons: 
\ 
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· 1·. The term p(l-A)(l-f)(U1/~u1+V)) for both variations will 
approach .. ze.ro as f approaches 1. 
2. As f is increased under the second variation, the quantity 
/ 
u1b must also increase because fewer .goo<;) units are being 
used to clear the i. In Variation Ia, however, increasing 
the f also increases the probabil.i ty of clearing •. 
·"' The res.ul ts with respect to the standard plan are illustrated 
in Figures 14 and 15. From Figure 14 it is evident that the both 
plans give the same ·slight improvement in AOQ for the expected 
process average of 2% defective. For p =-2%, AOQ1a = .0146,. and 
. 
AOQib = • 0144. This difference incr.eases · as p increases until p 
approaches a value such that· u1a and u1b both became very large. 
At this point both values approach the same quantity, viz.,· 
(1-A) (1-f)p •. 
The degree of improvement in the AOQ by using Variation Ib-, 
... 
-
. 
-. as opposed to V.:ariation Ia, would depend upon the specific si tuatl. on. 
For t·he standard plan. a decision, as to which variation to use, 
would depend upon the trade-off between the amount of improvement, 
and the additional effort needed to attain the improvement. Figure 
15 indicates the difference in the total average fraction inspected 
curves for the standard plan. There appears to be little difference,. 
·however; and the decision would probably be based ori more intangible 
reasons. 
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IV-D Methods for Further Improvement 
The possibility for further improvement by increas·ing ~ will 
now be investigated. This possibility was mentioned in the pre-
.... . · vious section. The investigation will be carried out for Variaion Ib 
only as it yields a lower AOQ.than Variation Iaf and also represents 
the more difficult case. 
It is important to note that· f cannot be increased indiscrimi-
nantly. It has been stat~d that the policy governing the~e plans 
· require that inspectors sample only, that is, the inspector will not · 
perform 100% inspection. 
-A further mention as to the value. of· f is appropriate. here. If 
f is raised t.oo high, the inspector may be subject to errors for the-. 
same reasons as the detailer. This cannot be tolerated under the as-
sumptions of this thesis.. Also, , increasing the value of f during the 
sampling· state is no direct solution to the problem of inaccuracies 
during the detailing state. 
-
' 
Most importantly, the value of f du.ring the sampling state is 
physically limited by the nature of the requirements be-ing examined. 
During the sampling state an inspector may be·· inspecting a unit for 
more than one grouping of defects. He must select a unit in an 
unbiased manner and examine it for all r~quirements. The detailing 
state on the other hand is concerned only with the defect or group, . 
../ 
of defects which.caused the rejection. 
For these reasons, two approaches for inqreasing f to attain 
... 
the ·desired AOQ will be investigated. The first o·f these ~pproaches 
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, 
' 
- is to determine the equivalent new f required to yield the specified 
'!_. 
AOQ. In this case f is to remain the same in both states. Secondly, 
the situation will be investigated where the f during sampling re-
> 
mains as specified, but the f during detailing can be increased to 
yield the specifi~d AOQ. The foll~ing investigations were aided by 
further modification of the previoµsly used computer program. 
\ . The equivalent f, wher.e t is to remain the same in both states, 
\ 
.can be determi.ned by solving the expressions for the AOQ simultaneous-· 
ly,.·. That is, for what flb is: 
I 
. . )" . 
• 
or simplifying 
V(l-f) _ ~v1b(l-f1b)+(l-A)(l-flb)(Ulb) 
u+v U1b+v1b 
Note, f in the term on the left must remain -as_ originally speci.fied.~.= 
. . 
Table I shows the results for various combinations of i, f, and 
p for an ·A of 80%. The values in the. table represent the ratio; 
f1b/f. The ratios indicate that f must be increased asp increases; 
and for larger values of p, f must be further increased as i in-
.creases. For the standard plan, see Table I, an increase inf of 
only 3% would be required. 
This method, however, would have to be used with caution. For 
example, assume that i =· 50 and p = 2.5J. The table indicates a 
ratio of 1. 4 for both values of an original f of 5 and 20% •. For the 
first f.this is an inc~ease of only 2%, but for f = 20, fib must be 
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25 
'· 
' 
20 5 .10 ,. 20 5 
1.05 1,1 1.1 1.05 la2 
) 
1.05 1.1 1.1 1.05 1.2 
- .0132 AOQT-, = .0144 
1.05 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.4 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.8 
1.15 1.6 1.4 1.3 208 
' 
1.15 1.8 1.7 1.55 11.2 
50 
10 
1.1 
1.1 
. , ' 
. ' 
( f=.1) 
1.3 
1.6 
3.1 
7.8 
t"" 
20 
1.05 
1.1 
1.4 
1.45 
3.15 
4.5 
TABLE I. Ratio of f 1b/f, Where 
flb is to be Used in Inspection 
' 
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28%, or an increa~e of 8%. This increase of 8% might seriously re-· 
strict the inspector's ability to perform an adequate job during the 
sampling state. 
The second approach of only raising f during the detailing 
state will be investigated next. The previous equality be~omes: 
V(l-f) 
U+V, 
·. . I 
-
-
V(l-f)+{l-A)(l-flb)Uib 
Uib+V 
where: f ·represents the fraction inspected in. the. sampling 
state and remains fixed. 
flb represents the fraction inspected in the detailing 
state and will be increased. 
The results 8re shown in Table II, and values in the table give 
For low. values of p a· considerable incre.ase· in the- fractim f 
inspected during detailing is required for an exact equality of AOQ 
' 
and AOQ1b. This is due to the fact that the denominators in.the 
previous equations are approximately equal. Thus (1-A)(l-fib)Uib must ·· 
approach zero, or flb must become large. Because of this,· the com-
puter pro~am was rerun to yield an fib in the detailing state such 
that: 
The new f 1b/f appears in parentheses below the original ratio in 
Table II, whenever the above constraint is active. 
The adjusted entries in Table II vary in the same manner with 
i, f, .and pas did the entries in Table I, but are·generally of. 
higher magnitude. For large values of p. and i, the entries become 
··v 
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the same in both tables, and the present method of.only i~creasing 
flb in the detailing state would become superior in this region from 
the standpoint. of less overall inspection effort. 
The new flb required under ·the specific p.lan is 31% during the 
detailing state. Depending upon the actual operating conditions this 
. 
. i; 
. may or may not be realistic •. The effect of both approaches on the 
specific plan have been plotted -in Figure 16. _Increasin-g_ flb _during 
the detailing state. from 10 to 31% yields an AOQ curve very close to 
·the de~ired for p S 4% defective. If p had a reasonable probability 
1 of shtfting from the expected 2% to 4%, this latte~ approach would 
·be:. :mqre·· desirable pr..ovided the increased f Ib is reasonable. 
\ The question of selecting a continuous sampling plan on an econo-
mi-cal basis is taken up in the next section. 
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i 10 25 50 75 
f% 5 10· 20 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20 
p 
.005 14.4 7.2 3.7 12.2 6.2 3.2 · 10.2 5.2 2.7 9.0 4.7 2.5 
.010 12. 6 6 o 4 3. 3 LO. 2 5. 2 2. 7 8. 2 4. 3 2. 3 7. 2 . 3. 8 2. I 
( 1 D 6) ( 4 D 2) ( 2 0 8) (8 D O) { 4 0 7) ( 2 0 5 l ( 7 0 6) ( 4 0 1) ( 2 0 2) : 7 0 0) (3 e 7) (2 O O) 
.020 AOQ = .0132 AOQ~·h = • 0144 ( f=. 1) 3.1 
• 025 10 . 0 5 • 1 2 0 7 7 0 6 4 0 0 2 • 1 6 0 2 3 • 3 1 • 8 5 • 6 3 0 l 1 • 8 
(9.2) (4.9) (2.2) ( 3 0 9J 
't 
• 000 8 , 2 4 . 2 2. 2 6. 2 3 • 3 1 • 9 5 . 6 3 • 1 1 . 9 6 . 2 4. 1 3. 1 
:s. 0) 
.075 . 7 0 2 3. 8 2. 0 5. 8 3 .1 10 8 6. 4 4. 2 3. 2 14.8 8. 8 4.8 
(3 0 7) 
.100 6.6 3.5 1.9 5.6· 3.2 2.0 11.4 7.8 4.5 20.0 10.0 5.0 
TABLE II. Ratio of flb/f, Where 
fib is·to be Used Only in Detailing 
Under an A of 80 Per Cent 
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,,,,.n_ V 1be Economic Selection of a Continuous Sampling Plan When the 
Detailer is Inaccurate 
In the pr_evious sections of the thesis the effect of an error 
on.the part of the detailer was investigated, and various methods 
were· developed by which this. effect might be qvercorne. Further, 
the methods of plan selection that were· indicated were based on 
. physical requirements. Namely an AOQL was chosen based on the 
process average, ~nd_an f and i combination were chosen to fit 
physical limitations. However, this method of selection_ is not 
always opti.mal from the s.tandpoiilt of trading off costs between 
detailing and inspection·, and the resul tent cost of a defect. 
This section of tI:ie thesis will cons.ider the development of 
such a model for use when the detailer has a probability A that 
a defect is detected. As indicated in the purpose and scope 
. 
. 
section of the thesis, there have been two different approaches 
" taken for the economic selection of a continuous sampling plan. 
The first approach is that taken by Anscanbe (1), (2), where an 
attempt is made to find an optimal f and i combination without 
regard to any resulting AOQL. Anscombe states the following: 
"When one fairly considers the matter, it is not clear 
what bearing the AOQL has on rectifying inspection. The 
AOQL ~s e. statistician's guarantee, quoted because i·t can 
be calculated easily, not a user's requirement. No user of 
inspection not corrupted· by contact with statisticians, would 
ever think of setting himself on AOQL as a target. " 
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73. 
While this is a strong point, it is ·often· the. case .t.hat. an AOQL · 
1s· specified. For example, this is true when a·large company has 
a quality organization separate from the inspection department. 
' 
·This former organization represents the customer, and establishes 
quality standards whi~h can be translated into AOQLs (29). Thus 
. . . 
the second approach is to find the· optimal f and i c:ombination for 
a specified AOQL •. This approach was µse.d by ;Fry (11). Other eco-
·nomic formulations using one of these two ·appJ·-o.~c:h:e$ can be. found· 
/ 
~n the ~ibliography given by AnsGombe (1). 
' 
:1n. ·both approaches t t is :desired to mfn:f:ini.ze the expected total . 
. , 
:cost :o.f· .:an average cycle, : -t4~t is, t.he .cost.· f.:s ·pe:r a state of de-
ta-fl:fng ,and ''a.· ,st.at:e of :111.S'pectlng. Nei .. the:~r of the previous approa·che~ 
di.ffer:en.ti . ated :be.twe·e.n ·the inspector~ and de.··t•.aile):·.,· as they con-
\ 
·s.id.e·red the c .. ost of·· inspect ion versus t·he· cost. Qf a defect. l·il ·the:. 
_(' . .. 
f-ollowt~g .d.evelopment a third cost, the c.ost.· o·f detailing·, will be· 
~· ';•, . . 
.c,onsider,ed ·separate because o~ the ref¢;6gri;iti.on that the. detailer 
iis d.o.fng non-p,rodu.ct i ve work, and is only A per cent ac.curate. 
The •thre.e: c_.osts are· defined as. follows: 
C unit •cost ·o:f deta.iling .~. 1 . 
·c ,_ unit cost of .lns:ve.ct.ion ·- ·"'. 2 
C· -· penalty cost of • defect 
. 3' :.p.ass1ng a • 
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.. 
V-A Developme·nt Without .. Regard to art AOQL 
The expected total cost of a cycle using 'the first approach 
would be: 
' 
26. ETC = C UA + c2 
fV 
+ C3p 1 
UA+fV (1-A) UA - . + 1 UA+V UA+V UA+V UA+V 
,. 
't,hI·s equation is the same as Anscombe' s when c 1 =C2 ~n_d A=l. ·upon 
•. 
_ s_impl·lfying, ·the equati-on can· be rewritten as: 
·•·. 
' 
C1UA+c2/p+c3/f-C3+c3pUA(l-A) 
ETC .=- ---------------- :i, 
or 
. ' 
fX+c 3 
· where: ... X=C1UA+c2 /p-C3 +c3pUA (1-A) fUA+l/p' 
Differentiating this equation with respect to f yi~~g~: 
-dETC 
df 
_ (fUA+l/p)X-(fX+C3)UA = X/p-C3UA 
(fUA+l/p) 2 (fUA+l/p) 2 
The minimum for this ~quation must occur at either f = O, or 
:f = 1 for any fixed set of variables, c1 , c2 , c3 , i, p, and A. 
j 
,, 
'rh~is must be the case since the denominator is always positive, and 
f9r any fixed set of other variables the numerator. is always posi-
tive or always negative. Thus the curve must always be rising or . 
-failing, and the concavity for a given set of other variables could 
be determined from the sign of the second derivative. Examples 0£ 
this result is shown graphically in Figure 17 for O ~ ·f S • 5 only • 
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The remaining q'1estion lies·with the value of i. If the 
optimal value off is O, then it means there shou~d not be a sampling 
. 
. 
plan. Therefore, i --has no meaning_ because a detailer will never be 
present. The expect.ed . cost per cycle. is c3p. On the other hand 
if f = .1, then the question as to w~at ~ should be must b~ answered. 
Note that if f = 1, a defect -will be found in the samplip.g state 
. ' 
for an.y ·p > 0. For f = l th·e cost. equatiqn can Jte .written as::· 
27. 
U.f\ (.Cl +C3p( 1-A)) +~/p 
ETC = ---------
UA+l/p 
lJA is: ·.f:i function ·of· i., P., :and. A, which· are·· :fi:,ced _·for any situ-
at:ton.... lfurthe:r, UA iri"ct-e~ses as i increases, and v,e can .determine 
t-h·e :~in:i~iqm_ cost by· diffel~entiating with respect to UA only. . How-
--
ev~r, by inspection,. it is seen that the equa:tion is of· the eame form 
as before, and therefore, the optimal mean number to be detailed i~ 
either O or a:, • Likewise i is either O or co (a more rigoro:uS;· trea.t-· 
ment is provided in Appendi-x :C). 
Thus the results with.th.is equation are " ff ail or none , that is, 
there should be no inspection of any form, or the inspector inspects 
everything.until he finds a defect and the detailer details the re-
maining. The equation itself is useful, however, as it will give the 
' ' 
cost of any plan, and could also be used as a tool to decide whether 
or not to have a plan in the first place. 
This result is not uncommon in this· are~ of economic . analysis 
.(4), (19)·, (31), and Anscombe arrived at similar conclusions when 
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77 
c1=~ and A-1. To avoid these two extremes, Anscombe developed·a 
. : " " wo~king rule, employing a logistic function of p. This was done 
so that the average fraction inspection (Al'I) would be approximately 
1/2 when p=~· His cost equation was for ·c1=e2 , A=l, and c3=cost of 
a defect = one cost unit. 'Dhe cost equation, which follows, shows 
that the AFI should be close to O 1~ p < c2 , or close tb 1 if 
ETC = c2 (AFl) + -p( 1-AFI) = p+AFI ( C -p) 
. 2. 
The logistic function for the working rule is: 
AFI ~ 1 
1 + e.-i(p-~) 
i-:nvestigation of this .possibility for· ·Ci .'/:. c2 , c3 ~ 1, and 
-A.: ,,·.F, 1., is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, and will be 
:1e:tt a·s an area for future investigation. 
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V-B Development For a Specif ie1d AOQL 
'I 
The second approach proposed by Fry (11) specifys an AOQL and 
then seJ_ects an optimal f and i combination under this coristraint. 
•/ 
Fry's cost equation· is the same as the previous equation except for 
,· -
terms used to r.epresent his stopping conditions. These latter .terms 
can be disregarded here because it is assumed that the process 
average is not going to change. 
Upon c·areful examination of this approach, ho.veve·r, it· i·.s.· I}Qt: 
-
clear just what relationship there is between an implicit. ¢<>st of .. 
a defect (the specified AOQL), and a corresp_onding explicitly stated ',, 
c·ost of a d.efect (C3 - Fry denotes this c2 in his paper). It would 
·seem more. logical to either imppte the cost of a defect, or state 
, 
. it implicitly as in the last section, than, to attempt to· require 
both at the same time. 
For this reason, the remaining investigation of this approach 
·considers only the imputed cost resulting from a specified AOQL. 
The remaining explicit trade-off will be between the cost of in-
specting and the cost of detailing: 
28. ETC= 
i . f(C1(1-(l-p) )+C2(1-p) 1 ) 
=------------f(l-(1-p)i)+(l-p)i 
This equation must be optimized with respect to i and f, subject to 
the -constraint that the f and i combination gives a s·pecified AOQL. 
Assuming for the moment that A= 1.0, the relationship relating 
;. 
f, i and· the AOQL, was stated in Section II of the th~sis, viz.: 
\. , 
.. 
' I,·~; 
·,,• 
-
t,:·. 
.. •• 
• 
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.. ' 
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... ~.~,.IC,'.-,·.~·--~---·--·--~----
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... f. 
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12. 
where 
• 
A.oQL 
i+l (1--f) ( l-p1) 
=----...... --f.1 
.l+iAOQL 
. . t 
t 
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P1 -= i+l = the value of pat which the AOQL 
occurs 
... 
Thus an iterative approach can be easily programmed for a computer 
to search out the optimal ~ost. This is done by using equation 12 to 
get a relationship for f in terms of i a-nd the AOQL, substituting this· 
f into the above cost equation with A=l, iterating over possible 
values of 1, and seeking the minimum cost. 
<-£,. The solutions that· will be obtained from this method., however, 
will not be practical in many case~. The above cost equatio·n is very_ 
similar to the previous cost formulation which has been proven.to be 
,.,. 
optimal only at faO, or f=l. This essentially holds here also, and 
can be seen by setting c3=0 in the previous optimization procedure • 
"However, under the constraining AOQL, f=O is not a feas'ible solution. 
Thus under the constraint f must be some small positive q1.:1antity, 
and i, therefore must be quite large. This fact can be seen from 
the following set of results obtained with the aid of a computer 
pr·ogram for. ~=4 cost uni ts, p=. 03 and i iterated from 1 to = : 
AOQL -c 1 
...t.· 
.045 0-21 
'22-100 
.025 . 0 
1-13 
14-100 
Optimal F 
--->•O 
83.52% 
. .. 
.0004":".059% 
90.48% 
Optimal i Cost/Cycle 
--)i• co ---:,. .. 0 
l 3.812-5.774 
---·) Cl) --->· 0 
203-191 .168-2 .162 
1 3.902-6.243 
:~ . 
,•,' 
,,,1 
.. 
,, 
:, ,L 
Note that ·the " ' ' . " all or·. none situation is not quite true either 
when the AOQL < P. This can probably be explained from examination 
,.of .P1 in equation 12. For a c1=C2=4, and an AOQL = .02~, the 
optimal i is. 194. Thus: 
1 + i AOQL 
pl =. l + 1 = .03· 
\ 
Apparently then, when. the AOQL is less than the process average 
(p=.03) and the costs are relatively equal, the optifuil situation 
is to have the AOQL occur at the process average •. 
,The ··only useful co1\c:l us ion from this investigation·, is that the 
.. 
e.ntire method offers litt:le over the unc.onstrained _co~t ·equation 
presented in the last section. Further, from the standpoint· of the· 
. objectives of this thesis, it would not serve any purpose to inve'sti-· . 
. gate detailing error when using this formulation. 
For those f!.i tuat ions where some constrai~ing AOQL is required, 
Duncan {9) provides the following: 
"In a letter to the author Dodge suggests that the process 
average p should be about two thirds of the AOQL for a continuous-
sampling plan to be economical. ft 
Thus by knowing the proces~ average an f and· i combination can be 
\-,_ ~ 
selected from Dodge's nomograpi to give this AOQL. This can be 
done whenever the detailer is 100% accurate. However, as pointed out 
' . 
in a·· previous section. of ~he thesis, this AOQL value· will not be 
achieved for the same f and 1 combination when A< 1.0. 
The remaining portion of.this section is. devoted to this problem: 
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Recalling Figure 7 and the accompanying discussion,, it was noted that 
the shape of the AOQ and AOQA curves were similar in the proximity 
of the process average. Thus it will be assumed that an adequate 
condition will be reached by selecting the first maximum of the 
AOQA curve, when it exists, (i.e., the first hump asp is increased) 
to be equal to the AOQL. The desired relation will be similar to that 
.. 
illustrated in Figure 16 for the AOQ curve and the lower AOQib curve. 
In essence then it is desired to find a relationship similar 
to equation 12 in order to rel~te the f and i values to this par-
ticular limit on the AOQA curve den?ted AOQAL. This can be done 
,J· 
by finding the value _of ~ which forces. first der:ivative· of th~ AOQA 
cur.ve to vanish. Since ·the shape of this curve indicates that there 
are two values of O <- p S 1, where this occurs, it will be necessary 
·to select the first value of p. This p will be denoted p 8 to dis-
tinguish ii from Dodge's Pi· 
,1:t; . 
The r.esulting_equa.tions are presented 
/ 
below. 
From equation 18a: 
AUA - fV 
= p (1 - - ) 
UA + V 
Simplifying: 
fA 
AOQA = p (l - f + (l~pA) 1(A-f) ~ 
therefore: 
AOQ AL = Pa (1 -
... 
fA 
. i ) 
f. + (1-paA) (A-f) 
I 
' ..
·; .. 
., 
i•.•1, .. ·',-.-: .. : .• ·-... :, •. 
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29. 
and: 
·'-
:s~-2: 
fA2i(l-pA)i-l(A-f) 
= 1-p (f+(l-pA) 1(A-f)) 2 
: .. 
fA 
- f+(l-pA) 1 (A-f) 
setting the above equation= O, and simplifying further: 
A-f 21 i 2 i 1 1-A ( f )(1-pA) + (2-A)(l-pA) - pA 1(1-pA) - + f(x:y) = 0 
and Pa is the first pas pis increased which provides this 
equality. 
Note that no explicit relationship is available to equate ·p ·, 
a 
f, i and AOQAL as in the case of equation 12. This is due to the 
.fact that the first deri ~ati ve set equal to zero is a general poly-
nomial, and that there are two possible real roots between O < p S 1. 
,This method must be applied with caution and its results in-
t:erpreted with care. A computer program was written with the goal 
. . 
in mind to provide a nomograph similar to Doci'ge' s to illustrate 
. combinations of f_ arid ·i. which give the, same AOQAL. This attempt 
wa~ not successful because the first derivative does not always ~ 
gQ to zero. It is possible that there are no real roots to the 
equation of the first derivatiye, and all that exists is an in-
flection point. An example of this is provided below for an A= 80%, 
, 
and an f = 20%, and in Figure 18 the AOQA curve is plotted for i = 15. 
• 
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VI SUMMARY AND OON~USIONS 
This thesis has investigat'ed the effect.of inaccuracies present 
,· 
during the operating of ·a Dodge continupus· sampl_i~g plan (CSP-I). 
In particular, Dodge assumed that all
1
defects appearing in the f 
··(the sample) and the i (the iOO per cent inspection following a 
defect) will be detected and correct~d or replaced. 
~ 
Emphasis. was placed on the latter part of this assµmption as it 
is well known that 100 pe:r cent inspe.ct:i.'on or detail.ing as it is re-
ferred· to in t~is paper, seldom provides 100 per cent detection and 
rectification of defects (9),(10),(13). This pro.blem was quantified 
by establishing a value A to represent the pr.obabili ty of a detailer 
detecting, a_nd thus rectifying a defect. A sampling procedure was 
proposed by which the value of A can be determined. 
A method for the analytical investigati'on of' A 'was then developed. 
This method utilizes the Graphi.cal. Evaluation arid Review Technique 
(GERT - 32) as its foundation.· Equations.were derived using this 
method which yield the true average frac:tion inspected_ (AFI) · and 
average outgoing quality (AOQ) values for a constant A, a specified 
I process average p, and a chosen f and i combination. Equations were 
also derived for the fatigue case, when the probability of detecting 
a defect varies with the number of units detailed. The equation for 
--the AOQ.under this situation could only be approximated, however, as 
'' '' no-expression could- be found to represent the. overall probability 
of detecting a defect·. 
,, 
... 
'-',, 1 
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Resul.ts obtaine~ in the investigation of these equations pro-
vided the following conclusions: 
1. The true AOQ becomes significantly worse as the value of 
A decreases from 100 percent to 50 percent. For good a~-
curacy, that is for a high A, there is little deviation 
from an·AOQ given by Dodge's equations. For very low 
process averages·, the value of A has little or no effect 
on the AOQ. 
2. As either f or i is increased for fixed A a·nd p values, 
tpe deviation of the true AOQ value from the value ex-
,. pected from Dodge's equations will :increase in a worsen-
ing direction. The importance of this conclusion is that 
a user of a basic Dodge plan should be discouraged from 
simply increasing f or i to overcome the. effect of an in-
; accurate detailer. 
3. Most importantly, a primary attribute of the rec.tifyin~ 
aspects of Dodge's plan will no longer exist. Under per-
• feet rectification the AOQ must approach zero asp ap-
proaches one . When A 'is less than 100 percent , the AOQ 
must approach the value of (1-A) asp approaches one. 
Two procedures frequently used as an attempt to insure the 
AOQ value were analytically developed by this method and evaluated. 
,,. 
The first procedure, denoted Variation I requires that the inspector 
essentially substitute for the detailer on a fraction f of the units 
to be detailed. Variation II requires that the inspector reinspect 
,., 
.... 
., 
.. ~ 
" 
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a f~aCtion f olhe units detdled. · Under the assumptions of this 
thesis the two variations give identical AOQ values, but Variation 
II requires a higher total AFI for a given A, p, f and i. 
i Therefore, the possibilit_y of imp.roving _the AOQ was only in-
. ... 
' 
vestigated for Variation I. This variation can actually be adminis-
trated in one of two w·ays, depending upon the use made of the good 
units found by the inspector during a detailing state-. These units 
may or may not be used in the detailer' s i count.. Excluding these 
units from the cou~t gave greater improvement than that obtained 
by incl~ding them, but this method results in a higher AFI value. 
The investigation revealed that no generalized statement can 
j 
be made as to the amount of improvement possible, or as -to which 
,,; 
. method is' the best. These decisi~.ns, ho~eve·r-, can be made by 
"' .. 
applying the equations derived herein to the specific situation 
being considered (the desired AOQ, p, A, and feasible f and i 
combinations). 
Two cost models previously developed for the economic selection 
off and i were extended to include the ideas presented herein. The 
important conclusion drawn from the derivation and investigation of 
the cost models is that, with very few exceptions, the analytically 
optimal solution from both models is to inspect nothing, or to 
inspect everything 100 percent. 
J. 
~is dichotomy holds without exception in the. extension of 
Anscombe' s original model ( 1). The resulting cost equations· are 
monotone. That is, they are either always increasing, or al-
. ' . 
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• 
_ways decreasing functions. The _presence of an increasing or a 
-decreasing function d~pends upon the relationship between the 
.sampling plan parameters ·and. their associated cost.s. The few ex-
ceptions_ ,a-re present in the ·e~tensiQn of Fry's ~del 1(11), which 
includes the constraint that an AOQL must be ,met. The analytic~! 
.. 
results indicat"e that there should always be a plan. That is, the 
optimal f will never be exactly zero or one, ·but will approac~ one 
or the other of these values. 
The models are useful in this respect for 1naking, a decision 
concerning whether or no·t a continuous sampling plan is economically 
justified; even though it could not be considered optimal. T.he. 
cost. formulations are also useful for comparing the cost of one 
. plan with another, and to determine the cost associated with an 
inaccurate detailer. 
i-. 
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t_: 
During the preparation of this thesis it became apparent that 
there were several areas for further study. Th~se areas-can be 
considered as direct extensions of this thesis, or as research . 
-in~ependent of the main objectives of the present thesis. 
... . In applying GERT as a means to determine·the· AOQ and AFI it-
l\ became apparent that the tec~nique might also be used to determine 
.. . 
the variance in these quantities. This information could then be 
used as a ba·sis to compare Dodge's CSP-1 plan with .other plans for 
continuous s~mpling (9). 
The technique· of selecting contin_uous sampling plans on an 
·optimal basis would also appear as an area for further research. 
A. Ph.D. dissertation by ·c. S. Beightler (4), has considered opti-
-mization over· a series of .inspection stages, each .using a single-
sampling plan. This work could be extended to consider continuous 
sampling plans when single-sampling plans are not appropriate. 
Finally, the various forms taken by detailing errors could be 
researched further, with the objective being to classify these forms · 
according to the nature of the process Qeing inspected. 
~ :t 
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APPENDIX A. 
I.· Derivation· of Equation 4. 
' ' 
·) 
., 
·, 
_._.....: 
.. 
_:r_.:... 
. ., .. 
.• 
The·path labeled -q, which rep~esents a good unit _does not have 
an ec because a good unit has ·already been counted if it has been 
. ~ 
inspected. 
•. 
From Equation 3: 
.. 
Mo·, D(.c) · · = 
cJM0 D(c) 
' -
-----de 
aMo,n<·c> 
de e=O 
fpe2e 
· C C 1-(1-f)e -fqe 
(1~(1-f)ec-fqec)2fpe~C-fpe2C(-(l-f)ec-fqeC) 
(l-(l-f)ee-fqe0 ) 2 
(f-fq)2fp+fp((l-f)+fq) 
(f-fq)2 
. = 
( f_p)2f.p+fp( 1-fp) 
.l 
.. 
since p= 1-q 
Therefore: 
4. 
dAfo n<c). 
- 2 + ..L 1 lr+fp , - - . ·~ -
-fp fp de c=O 
~ 
-· 
Note: Leaving ec off the path from I to D will milke the 2 in the 
above equation be 1, such that the mean number passed ex-
!'t .. 
"II • 
eluding the defect is·..!._. 
fp 
II. Derivation ·of Equation 9 • 
This will be solved in general for any leaving and returning 
path probabilities, viz.: 
) .· 
...... 
:t;.. _ 
_ .·,·J .. •.' .. --:"r,:i;_.-',•C'!J"l"• .,1_-,.,,r~f.,,-.,._,.,:a,,,,.-_-,_ ., · · - ···-···· ... · 
, ,, . . ,' 
•(It 
.... 
. ~,-· 
( 
. , 
' ' 
.. , -.. , ...... :,...,.," ........... .,.,_\,.-.,-..,,,t·>!'1r~,.:i;,n.t'1;_,.Ftz,:..'if, t.\ .. ~;.i,~··:-'·:: •. 1:~;:· ·, 
,, 
.,, 
r, .,, 
• 
1 
.. 
9Q 
.. 
:' 
; .... 
1 
X + Y = 1 
·This will pro·ytde :f:o:r· r~:-p:E;!-a.t.ea use of the derivation throughout the 
thesis. 
From equations 6 and 8: 
Mo i+1<c) 
' 
0Mo,i+l(c) 
de 
a Mo, i+l (c) 
de 
( Ye c) i _ ( Ye c) i +1 
1-ec+xec(Yec)i 
= [ [l~ec+xec(yec)i] [i(Yec)i-lyec-(i~l) (Yec)iYec] 
- [(Ye c) 1-(Ye c) 1 +l] (-ec+xec1(Yec) i-lyec+(Yec) ixec] J 
; [1-ec+Xec(Yec)i] 2 · 
XYi < i yi-< i+l) yi +1>(-cyi-yi+1 > <-1 +Xi yi+xvi) 
=------------------_.;. 
c=O 
(XYi)2 
•. 
tr x1v2i-Xiy2i+l _ _xy2i+l+Yi-XiY2i_Kri-yi+l+xiv2i+l+n21+1 
. .. 
• C, 
-------------------....-------(XYi)2 
Y1(1-Y-XYi) _ X(l-Y1) _ 
- - - • 
- x2y21 x2yi ,~1 
Therefore, by letting X = p and Y = q 
9. cl M01 i+l (c) 
ac 
/ 
- 1..:gi 
- pqi 
c=O 
~-
.. 
.'4 
. •: -.. 
._,, 
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... APPENDIX B 
• . 
Reduction of Self-Loops 
· . Consider the following network: 
p+q=l 
. 1 p 
-
. 
. Let W = probabi-lity of going from A to C, i.e., the transliii tta_·nc·e 
. 2. 3 . 2 3 . W=p+pq+pq +pq ••• =p(l+q+q+q+ ••• ) 
= P since this is a geometric series with q < l l-q'. 
p 
'f'herefore, one coul·d have used directly, ·which ·is the 
• ··-, 
same result that would. have been. obtained by_ Mason~ s rule.·. Thus an 
equivalen~ network would be: 
1 . 
1-q p 
. . In words, multiply the entering path by the recip~pcal of one minus 
the value of the self-loop. 
In the problem at hand the same result can be obtained by 
multiplying all leaving paths by 1/(1 - self-loop value). This is 
valid here only because the total transmittance is all that is 
<' desired. For example the previous network would have ·the same . .. 
total transmittance if it was designated as: 
1 
p 
1-q 
.. 
" 
' . ,, 
I 
\ 
. ~ ' 
I, 
... 
,..._, 
. ,, 
C 
.. 
'• 
.... 
' ·, 
. , 
. ' 
' 
,· 
.... 
·• .. 
' . 
' '•; .. 
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·, . 
Notice, however·, the· probability·~ of going from A to B .is no longer-
correct, but the total transmitt~nce is dorrect, and this 1~ all 
that is r·equired. 
An example specifically relat-ed to ··the present problem follows: 
,, 
No Self-loop Reduction 
y 
.. y2 
= l-X-Z-YZ-X+X2 +xz 
y2 
.w1 = ------------~0~--1-(2x+Yz+z> ~-Y ·+xz 
· Self-loop Reduction 
Y/(1-X) 
/(1-X) 
"---" ,f" 
y2/(l-X)2 
- ----------.. 
- l-Z/(l-X)-YZ/(1-X)2 
- y2 
- (-l--X-) ... 2--z-(-1--X) ___ v_z 
··2 
1-(2X+YZ+-Z)+X +XZ 
'\ 
'. 
\ •. 
.. 
• .. _.J 
'! 
: 
·J' 
.. ·. 
.. , 
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APPENDIX C 
.... 
·1 
' The Derivative of·Equation 27. with Respect to i 
2·7 .- ETC= UA(C1+c3p(l-A))+c2/p 
UA+l/p 
I 
i . (1-(l~pA) 
1
)(C1 +c3p(l-A))+~/p 
pA(l-pA) 1 
-
-
---------------i 1-(1-pA) 
A(l-pA) i 
+ l. p 
·A 
,· 
:Le:t .z: = c1 +c3 p(l-A), since we are differenti_:~J:i.)tg: with respect to 1. 
U:pon further simplification: 
And: 
. ·i i Z-(l~pA) Z+c A(l-pA) 
ETC= 2 
l+(l-p~)i(A-1) 
dETC(i) = ETC(i.+1)-ETC(i) 
Z-(l-pA)i+lz+c2A(l-pA)i+l 
-
- l+(l-pA)i+l(A-1) 
For a minimum: 
dETC(i*-1) < 0 < dETC(i*) 
Z-(l-pA) 1Z+C A(l-pA)i 
- . a . 
1+(1-pA) 1(A-l) 
What would be required as proof that i*=O, ,.orcc, is to demonstrate 
_l 
that the above expression is impossible, or that i:1Jc(1) is either 
always +, or always -. That is, to show that the· optimal solution 
cannot lfe~ on. the open _interval. This would be similar to the 
approach taken by Beightler (4). The author could find no reasonable 
.means other than by· computer programming to do this; and this would 
-
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I' 
.not provide .conclusive proof due to the infinity of values involved. 
,; What follows then is conclusive proof only for the· special case of 
A=l. 
Setting A=l: · . ,.. 
. (• i*+l . i*+l . .• .· i* 
4 ETC(i*) =Cl -(1-p) cl +c2(1-p) . -cl+( 1-p) 1 C1-C2 (l-p) 
For ·a minimum: 
~ i* · . i* i*-1 . . i*-1 . . · - · · · 
-(1-p) c1 +~(1-p) +(1-p) c1-c2 (1-p) < 0 < .lETC( i) 
"* 1 Divide by (l-p) 1 - : 
· 2 . 2 
-(l-p)C1+c (1-p)+C -C < 0 < -(1-p) C +C (1-p) +(1-p)C -(1-p)r-
. 2 1 2 . · 1 2 . 1 . -.& 
. . 
. . . 2 
-(1-p)(C-C )+c -C <0<-(1-p) (C -C)+(l-p)(C -C) 1 2 l .2 1 2 1 2 
Divide by (c1 -c2), assume it is+: 
\ 
-(1-p)+l <0<-1+2p-p~+l-p 
l <O< 1-p 
0>1> ,. p 
or, O<l<·p; if (C -C· )< 0 1 2 
-
which is clearly impossible 
.·/ 
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